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Automated Scoring: A Guide to Using Sleep Analyzers in Natus
SleepWorks
Preamble
The analyzers provided by Natus SleepWorks software are proprietary. As such, this document attempts to
maintain a balance between protecting intellectual property providing sufficient information and guidelines on using
the analyzers for optimal performance.
The accuracy of the XLTEK analyzers offers varying results. XLTEK does not claim to offer 100% accuracy with
respect to any of the analyzer’s results, especially since many definitions of sleep events vary from clinic to clinic
and among physicians. As there are a number of factors (examples: medications, age, physiological disposition,
equipment, recording technician) affecting the quality of any polysomnogram, so too can these variables have an
effect on the accuracy of the final results. Ultimately, the identification and validation of sleep events is the
responsibility of the end-user or sleep laboratory. As such, the use of analyzers or automated scoring software
should be viewed as a tool to assist in this process. Analyzer results should be reviewed and validated by a
qualified technician or physician.

The terms Analyzers, Automated-Scoring, Detection Algorithms are all used interchangeably to describe software
codes designed to assist in the identification of various types of symptoms or physiological irregularities recorded in
a polysomnogram. Natus SleepWorks software includes “Sleep Analyzers” which can be used:
-

to provide quantitative data such as Breath Rate and Heart Rate
to assist in the detection of Sleep Stages
to identify physiological conditions or events such as EEG Arousals, Bradycardia, Central Apneas, Central
Hypopneas, Hypopneas, Limb Movements, Obstructive Apneas, Obstructive Hypopneas, Oxygen
Desaturations, Snoring, and Tachycardia.

This document describes Sleep Analyzers in the context of 3 phases:
1. Pre-Analysis
This section explains all of the pre-requisite settings and guidelines which should be followed in order to
successfully initiate any of the analyzers.
2. Analysis Explained
This section provides a more detailed explanation of how each analyzer functions including how to manipulate
(where possible) parameters affecting analyzers’ results.
3. Post Analysis
This section provides information on how the analyzers output its final results and how these results may be edited,
validated, and interpreted.
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Pre-Analysis: Before you “Run” the Analyzers
There are several settings which must be configured properly in order for Sleep Analyzers to function properly.
These settings are described in the following section.

Montage Settings
Channel Type
Sleep Analyzers look at multiple channels when analyzing data. It identifies most channels by the channel type
1
setting. In some instances, it may identify channels by their channel label. For example, the Obstructive and
Central Apnea analyzers will specifically identify flow channel(s) by reviewing channels which have the “Type”
column in the montage set to either Thermistor, Flow, or CPAP Flow. Similarly, chest and abdominal channels are
identified by the channel type setting of “Effort”. It is recommended that you ensure all channel types in your
montage correspond as best as possible to the channel you are attempting to record. Failure to do so may exclude
a particular channel from being analyzed, thereby affecting the final results.
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1

CHIN1 and CHIN2 are the only channels specifically sought by the Auto Staging analyzer by Channel label. Therefore, it is advised that you
do not change the channel labeling for these 2 inputs which may otherwise impact the Auto-Staging analysis-.
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Detection Column
There are several options which can be selected for each channel in the Detection column in the montage settings
window. All channels in a sleep montage should be set to “Sleep” or “EEG/SLEEP”. If the Detection is set to
something other than Sleep or EEG/SLEEP, your analyzer will exclude the channel and as such is likely to affect
the analyzer’s results if the channel is one that the analyzer looks at during the analyzing process. Other options in
the Detection column are explained below.

Setting
EEG
Artifact
Sleep
EEG/Sleep
Disabled

Description
This channel (at the discretion of the particular analyzer) may be reviewed by an EEG
analyzer(s) if it is selected.
This channel (at the discretion of the particular analyzer) may be reviewed by an EEG analyzer
for “artifact” tracings if the appropriate EEG analyzers are selected.
This channel (at the discretion of the particular analyzer) may be reviewed by any Sleep analyzer
if it is selected.
This channel (at the discretion of the particular analyzer) may be reviewed by any Sleep or EEG
analyzer if they are selected.
This channel will not be reviewed by any analyzer.
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Configuring the Analyzers to “Run”
Analyzers can be initiated during “live” acquisition – that is while the study is acquiring, the analyzer can identify
and mark events or staging on the study record. Alternately, you can choose to disable the analyzers during
acquisition and manually “submit” a study for analysis after the acquisition phase. Both methods are described
below.

Configuring Analyzers to Run During Acquisition
Analyzers are enabled to run during acquisition when they are in display in the Analyzer window. Analyzers can be
added to the analysis window by clicking on the Add button and selecting an analyzer. After selecting the analyzer,
it will get added to the analysis window. You can access the Analyzer window from the database window by
selecting TOOLS > OPTIONS > ANALYSIS.
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After adding an analyzer to the analysis window, you need to ensure that the Activation column is set appropriately.
The activation for each analyzer can be configured by left-clicking on an analyzer (to highlight it), then left-clicking
the Activation button and selecting an activation type.

Activation Types
Type
Always

Never
Lights Off
Schedule

Description
Analyzers will analyze the study starting at the beginning of a record with no
regard for Lights Off or On, or whether the epochs are staged till the end of
the recording.
Analyzers will not analyze any data.
Analyzers will begin analyzing after the Lights Off tag in the study with no
regard to whether or not the epochs are staged till the end of the recording.
Analyzers will only analyze data in the record between the start and end
times defined by the user.
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Analysis Montage Selection
The top frame of the Analysis window labeled “Montage” lists XLTEK headbox types in one column and the name
of the Montage to be used when analyzing a study recorded from a corresponding headbox. In the sample below,
the montage which will be used to analyze studies recorded from a “Connex EEG/Sleep” headbox is called
“Connex XLDetect”.

Typically, the Connex XLDetect montage is the default setting for the Connex EEG/Sleep headbox. In the event
you record a study using channel derivations dissimilar to the channel derivations of the Connex XLDetect
montage, the analyzer will disregard your “recorded” montage and apply the Connex XLDetect montage to your
study for analyzer purposes only. For example, if you record a study whereby you changed your C3-A2 derivation
to C3-(A2-A1/2), some analyzers such as the Auto-Stager may not work optimally since it may specifically be
looking for a C3-A2 channel. Despite your montage change using the (A2-A1/2) input, the analyzer will disregard
this input and apply the C3-A2 derivation to the study record when it is analyzing the study. It will look at the C3-A2
derivation because C3-A2 is specified in the default montage labeled Connex XLDetect.
The Connex XLDetect montage is specifically designed to meet analyzer conditions.
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Configuring Analyzers to Run Manually after Acquisition
If you decide you want to submit a study for analysis after the study has been acquired, you will first need to ensure
that the desired analyzers have been added to the Analyzer window and that the proper montage has been
selected in the Montage frame in the Analysis window.
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“Running” or Submitting a Study for Analysis
Before you can submit a study for analysis, the study must first be closed and not open for review on any computer.
From the database window, select your study by left-clicking on the study so that it is highlighted. You can also
highlight multiple studies if you wish to submit more than one study for analysis.

Next, select the Analyze button from the toolbar.

The Analyze window will only display analyzers which are in display in the Analyzer window from the Analysis
menu (TOOLS > OPTIONS > ANALYSIS).

In the Analyze window, you can left-click in each check box to insert or remove a check mark next to each analyzer.
A check box with a checkmark indicates which particular analyzer shall be initiated once the user selects the
SUBMIT button at the bottom of the window. The analyzers with an un-checked box will not be run or analyze after
you click the SUBMIT button.
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After you have made your selection, and click the SUBMIT button, your study(s) shall be processed by the
analyzers displaying a progress window until the analyzing process is complete. Once it is done, you can click on
the CLOSE button and open your study for review.
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Lights Off Tag
Utilizing a “Lights Off” tag in your study can be useful for 2 reasons. The first reason is that if you have set the
Activation type for an analyzer to begin after Lights Off, then your study record will not display event tags prior to
the Lights Off tag. This may save the user from having to delete these tags later.
The second reason to utilize the Lights Off tag properly is because some analyzers consider the Lights Off time in
their algorithms during the analysis process and identification of staging or event characteristics. Not only is it
recommended to use the Lights Off tag in a sleep study, but it is suggested that the Lights Off tag always be
marked at a point in the study when the patient is still awake preferably in the beginning of a study. It is possible for
the analyzers (particularly the Auto-Staging) to render different results if you change the positioning of your Lights
Off tag in a study and then submit the study for re-analysis.
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Analysis Explained
The following section explains or defines each of the analyzers.

Arousal Analyzer
The Arousal analyzer is designed to detect arousals in any EEG channel abiding by the following rules:




Arousal detection is performed independent of staging rules set by Rechtschaffen and Kales
An arousal is detected if there is a contiguous frequency shift lasting more than 3 seconds and not greater
than 15 seconds
“Pen blocking” artifact is included in meeting the duration criteria if it is contiguous with the frequency shift

When an arousal is detected, the analyzer identifies the arousal by marking an arousal tag over the waveform
where it was detected. In the bottom left-corner of the tag there will be a bold letter “A” denoting that this tag was
marked by the analyzer and not manually by a user.

Placing your mouse pointer over the tag and double-clicking on it will open a note displaying more information
about the tag including who or what created the tag.
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The arousal analyzer offers 2 parameters the user can adjust to affect the detection results. These settings can be
accessed through the Analysis menu (TOOLS-OPTIONS-ANALYSIS). Select or highlight the Arousal analyzer to
display the parameters below.

Arousal to background contrast : This setting offers 3 options. Each option though simplistic in view, affects a
series of changes “behind the scenes” in the algorithm resulting in more or less detections. If after running the
analyzer you feel that it had “under-detected” the quantity of arousals, change this setting to “Low (more
detections)”. Alternately, if you feel it has over-scored, change the setting to “High (less detections).
Min time between arousals (2-20s) : This setting specifies the minimum amount of time required after the end of
one arousal and the starting point of a newly detected arousal tag.
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Auto-Staging Analyzer
The Auto-Staging analyzer is designed to review each epoch after the first lights off tag and mark a stage score
visible along the top perimeter of the trace window indicating one of the following: Wake, Stage 1, Stage 2, Stage
3, Stage 4, REM, Movement, Unscored, or Unscorable.

The Auto-Staging analyzer is based on the staging guidelines established by Rechtschaffen and Kales. There are
no parameters which can be adjusted by the user. The analyzer is more likely to perform optimally when the first
lights off tag is marked in the beginning of a study when the patient is still awake. There is no visible indicator
signifying whether or not a stage score has been marked by the analyzer or by an individual user. You can create
or use multiple scoring sets if you want to differentiate or compare the analyzer’s results with that of an individual
user.
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Bradycardia and Tachycardia Analyzers
The Bradycardia and Tachycardia analyzers are designed to detect episodes of bradycardiac and tachycardiac
heart rhythms. These analyzers will calculate an average beats per minute and mark a corresponding tag on the
ECG signal if the beats per minute value is below the value set next to the Maximum Bradycardia rate in the
window below. Similarly, if the beats per minute value is above the value set below next to the Minimum
Tachycardia rate, the analyzer will mark a corresponding tag.
The parameters for both of these analyzers can be accessed by selecting any of the cardiac analyzers and editing
the values next to each label. The range in brackets contains the upper and lower limit values (Beats per Minute)
which can be entered.
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Breath Rate
The Breath Rate Analyzer when enabled during live acquisition only, will display a breaths per minute value below
the flow signal channel.

In order to view the Breath Rate values in the Review or Acquisition window, the “Display Breath Rate Values” must
be checked in the Channel Properties menu for the Thermistor or Flow type channels.

The Breath Rate value uses “normal” or “baseline” breaths in its calculation. Any breath considered apneaic or
hypopneaic according to the defined parameters set in the Respiratory Analzyers (Apneas and Hypopneas) does
not get included in the breath calculation. The Breath rate is calculated as follows:

The Breath Rate calculation/analyzer can only be performed during live acquisition. Even if you manually submit
the study for analysis after it is acquired, the Breath Rate values will not be calculated and shown in review – this is
a process which can only occur during acquisition.
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Heart Rate
The Heart Rate Analyzer enabled during live acquisition only, will display a beats per minute (BPM) value below the
ECG signal in the Acquisition or Review window. There are no user parameters which can be adjusted for this
analyzer.

In order to view the Heart Rate value in the Review or Acquisition window, the “Display Heart Rate Values” must be
checked in the Channel Properties menu for the ECG channel.

The Heart Rate calculation/analyzer can only be performed during live acquisition. Even if you manually submit the
study for analysis after it is acquired, the Heart Rate values will not be calculated and shown in review – this is a
process which can only occur during acquisition.
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Respiratory Analyzers
Central Apnea, Central Hypopnea, Hypopnea, Obstructive Apnea, Obstructive Hypopnea
Respiratory analyzers need to be enabled individually. Selecting any one of the respiratory analyzers will display
some of the adjustable parameters used by all of the respiratory analyzers.

Obstructive Apnea or Obstructive Hypopnea tags are marked on flow-type channels in the montage – that is,
whichever channel has been designated in the montage window as “Thermistor”, “Flow”, or “CPAP Flow” channel.

Central Apnea or Central Hypopnea tags are marked on flow-type and effort-type channels (whichever channel has
been designated in the montage window as “Effort”) in the montage.
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The respiratory analyzers look at a number of variables and conditions when identifying respiratory events. One of
the considerations is comparing the signal amplitudes of the Flow, Chest, and Abdominal channels as a study
progresses and identifying episodes where changes in amplitude are detected. The degree or percentage of
amplitude changes assists in the determination of whether to label an episode as some type of Apneic or
Hypopneic event.
The degree or percentage of amplitude change required to mark an episode as Apneic or Hypopneic are shown in
the menu below. These values can be changed. The value must be within the range specified in brackets at the
end of each label. For example, the “Reduction in respiratory amplitude for hypopnea (10-90%)” parameter will
only accept a value (percentage) between 10 and 90. Similarly, the “Reduction in respiratory amplitude for apnea”
will only accept a value (percentage) between 10 and 90. The “Min respiratory event duration (2-20 s)” parameter
will only accept a value between 2 and 20 seconds.

With respect to amplitude comparison, the analyzer continuously calculates what it determines to be a “normal” or
baseline breath. The analyzer takes into account that an individual’s “normal” or baseline breath will change as the
study progresses. When it determines a “normal” baseline breath, it assigns the amplitude of the “normal breath” a
value of 100%. When it detects a deviation from a normal breath, one of the operations performed is comparing
the amplitude of the “abnormal” breath with that of the normal breath. If the abnormal breath persists for the
duration specified by the “Min respiratory event duration” parameter (example: 10 seconds), and the amplitude of
the abnormal breath represents a minimum percentage decrease equal to or greater than the “Reduction in
respiratory amplitude for hypopnea” (example: 30%), but less than the reduction amplitude for apnea (example:
80%), the analyzer will consider marking this episode as some type of Hypopneic event.
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If an abnormal breath is detected and it persists for a duration of a least the number of seconds specified by the
“Min respiratory event duration” parameter (example: 10 seconds), and the amplitude of the abnormal breath
represents a percentage decrease equal to or greater than the “Reduction in respiratory amplitude for apnea”
(example: 80%), the analyzer will consider marking this episode as some type of Apneic event.
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The tables below provide a more detailed explanation of each of the respiratory analyzers.
Analyzer

Description

Apnea

If the montage in the study is missing a Flow or Effort type channel,
and the analyzer detects an Apneic Amplitude Reduction (example:
80%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing in one of Flow or
Effort type channels (whichever is present), the analyzer will mark a
generic “Apnea” tag (not Obstructive or Central) since it does not
have sufficient information to classify the apnea.*
An “Obstructive Apnea” event is recognized when the amplitude of a
Flow-type channel in the montage displays a reduction by at least the
value specified by the Apneic Amplitude Reduction parameter
(example: 80%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing and when
no amplitude reduction is observed in any one of Effort-type
channels greater than the Apneic Amplitude Reduction parameter
(example: 80%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing. The
duration of this reduction must be at least the number of seconds
specified by the Minimum respiratory event duration (2-20s)
parameter (example: 10 seconds).
A “Central Apnea” event is recognized when the amplitude of a Flowtype channel and any one Effort-type channel in the montage
displays a reduction by at least the value specified by the Apneic
Amplitude Reduction parameter (example: 80%) relative to “baseline”
or “normal” breathing. The duration of these reductions must be at
least the number of seconds specified by the Minimum respiratory
event duration (2-20s) parameter (example: 10 seconds).

Obstructive
Apnea

Central
Apnea

Hypopnea

Obstructive
Hypopnea

Central
Hypopnea

Visual

A “Hypopnea” event is recognized when the amplitude of a Flow-type
channel and any one Effort-type channel in the montage displays a
reduction by at least the value specified by the Hypopneic Amplitude
Reduction parameter (example: 30%) relative to “baseline” or
“normal” breathing but not greater than the Apneic Amplitude
Reduction parameter (example: 80%) relative to “baseline” or
“normal” breathing. The duration of these reductions must be at least
the number of seconds specified by the Minimum respiratory event
duration (2-20s) parameter (example: 10 seconds).
An “Obstructive Hypopnea” event is recognized when the amplitude
of a Flow-type channel in the montage displays a reduction by at
least the value specified by the Hypopneic Amplitude Reduction
parameter (example: 30%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing
and when no amplitude reduction is observed in any one of Efforttype channels greater than the Hypopneic Amplitude Reduction
parameter (example: 30%) relative to “baseline” or “normal”
breathing. . The duration of this reduction must be at least the
number of seconds specified by the Minimum respiratory event
duration (2-20s) parameter (example: 10 seconds).
A “Central Hypopnea” event is recognized when the amplitude of a
Flow-type channel in the montage displays a reduction by at least the
value specified by the Hypopneic Amplitude Reduction parameter
(example: 30%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing but not
greater than the Apneic Amplitude Reduction parameter (example:
80%) relative to “baseline” or “normal” breathing. There must also be
a reduction in amplitude greater than the Apneic Amplitude
Reduction parameter (example: 80%) relative to “baseline” or
“normal” breathing in any one of the Effort-type channels in the
montage. The duration of these reductions must be at least the
number of seconds specified by the Minimum respiratory event
duration (2-20s) parameter (example: 10 seconds).
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Oxygen Desaturation Analyzer
The Oxygen Desaturation Analyzer is designed to detect episodes whereby a patient’s oxygen saturation level
(OSat/Sp02) has dropped various percentage units below a baseline value. Oxygen desaturations are detected on
the OSat channel type in the montage. The Desaturation event tag displays the duration as well as the percentage
drop or decrease in percent from a baseline Oxygen Saturation (OSat) value on the OSat channel in the Review
2
window.
2

The desaturation percentage is only available when using the analyzer to mark desaturation events. Any desaturation event marked manually
by a user will not display the percentage drop from a baseline value in the event note.

There are 3 methods available for users to select with respect to how the analyzer detects the beginning and
ending of desaturations. These settings can be accessed by selecting the Oxygen Desaturation analyzer from the
Analysis window, thus displaying adjustable parameters.
The Desaturation parameters consist of 3 components:
1. Defining Characteristics
2. Onset Rules
3. Termination Rules

Defining Characteristics
26
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“Min desaturation (0-100%)” – this setting specifies the minimum percentage decrease from a level of oxygen
saturation otherwise referred to as “baseline” required to label an event “Desaturation”. For example, a value of 4
indicates that an oxygen saturation (OSat) baseline of 91% would have to decrease to at least 87% before being
considered a desaturation event.

“Min desaturation duration (5 – 20 s)” – this setting specifies the minimum length of time in seconds an episode of
oxygen desaturation must persist or continue for, before being classified as a “Desaturation” event. For example, if
the analyzer determines the OSat baseline at a point in time in the study to be 91%, and the OSat decreases by 4%
to a level of 87%, the patient’s OSat level must remain at 87% or lower for at least 5 seconds before being
considered a desaturation event. This parameter will accept a value in seconds in the range of 5 to 20 seconds.
Onset Rules
There are 3 options which affect how the analyzer detects desaturations from a baseline OSat value.
AutoBaseline
The first option is “Auto baseline”. When the Auto baseline option is selected, the analyzer will utilize its own set of
detection algorithms and rules to identify baseline averages, onsets, and points when the OSat signal recovers and
the desaturation event ends. . In this mode, the only parameter which can be modified by the user are the Defining
Characteristics. The Termination rules or parameters DO NOT have any affect on how desaturation events
terminate.

Average Amplitude
When the “Average amplitude over duration” option is selected, the analyzer will calculate a baseline OSat value
using the value entered in the Baseline duration box. In the example below, an average amplitude (baseline value)
is calculated using 3 seconds of data from the most recent period of “normal breathing” (as determined from any
respiratory flow/effort channels. When a subsequent OSat value representing a 4% decrease from the previous “3
second average” or baseline value is detected, this point becomes a candidate for a starting point or onset of a
desaturation event if the event meets the Minimum desaturation duration criteria. When using the Average
Amplitude onset option, the Termination rules or parameters are used to determine when desaturation events
terminate or end.

Absolute Baseline
When the “Absolute Baseline” option is selected, the user can enter an OSat value (example: 88%) which will be
used as a baseline value throughout a study. When you set an absolute baseline value, the analyzer will identify
and mark desaturation events on any OSat episode whereby the OSat values are less than the Absolute value
(example: 88%). In this mode, the Termination rules or parameters are used to determine when desaturation
events terminate or end. Typically, if a desaturation event ends as a result of the Termination rules and the OSat
signal is still below the absolute value, a new desaturation event may be created.
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Termination Rules
The termination rules offer 2 options which govern how desaturation events end. The analyzer attempts to identify
a “Hill” point and a “Valley” point in the OSat signal. The Hill defines the onset of a desaturation event and is used
as a reference point to calculate when a desaturation event terminates if the “Recovery % from hill” option is
selected. The Valley point defines the “trough” or lowest point in a desaturation episode and is used as a reference
point to calculate when a desaturation event terminates only if the “Recovery from % valley” option is selected.
Review the example below for a better understanding of the termination options.

Enable Steady State
The Termination Rules includes an option called “Enable Steady State Termination”. This option is useful in
situations when you have an OSat signal which “desaturates” but does not increase significantly or recover
sufficiently to provide a clearly defined ending point of the desaturation event.
In situations where the termination or end point does not meet any of the recovery from hill or valley options the
analyzer will end a desaturation event before it exceeds 5 minutes. If you Enable Steady State however, the
analyzer will apply 2 additional rules in an attempt to end the duration of a desaturation event. The image below
provides a visual example of how Enable Steady State Termination is used.
Max steady state delta
This parameter accepts a percentage value between 1% and 5%. The analyzer checks to see if the OSat signal
fluctuates or changes in either direction (increase or decrease) by a percent not greater than this value. By default
the value is 1%. Therefore the analyzer will end a desaturation event if an OSat signal’s changes occur within a
range of 1% for a duration of time specified by the “Max steady state duration”.
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Max steady state duration
This parameter accepts a value between 1 and 300 seconds (5 minutes). In order for the analyzer to terminate an
event, the OSat signal must meet the condition specified by the “Max steady state delta” parameter for a duration of
time specified by the Max steady state duration.

Below are 4 examples of the results computed from 4 different analyzer settings. All 4 sample OSat tracings are
taken from the same study from the same time period allowing you to compare the differences between analyzer
settings. Review the examples below to gauge which analyzer is likely to address your preferences.
Autobaseline

With this setting you are more likely to obtain desaturation events beginning at the “peak” of a desaturation and
ending shortly after a “valley” or “trough”. Historically, this setting has been popular among many sleep laboratories.

Absolute Baseline (example: 88%)

This setting is appropriate for those wishing to establish their own baseline value and not rely on a constantly
changing baseline value.
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Average Amplitude with Recovery from Valley

This setting is appropriate for those looking to define desaturation termination as recovering from a “valley”. Often
these settings result in a greater number of individual desaturation events compared to setting the termination rule
to recovery from a “hill”.

Average Amplitude with Recovery from Hill

If you compare this drawing to the previous sample (Average Amplitude with Recovery from Valley), you will notice
that total duration of all desaturation events are practically the same. The primary difference is that the recovery
from “hill” option results in longer desaturation events encompassing multiple “mini-desats”.
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Limb Movement Analyzer
The Limb Movement analyzer is designed to detect single episodes of movement activity on specific channels in
your montage. The analyzer will mark a limb movement tag on any channel in your review window as long as the
channel type in the montage is set to “EMG”. Alternately, you can have a different channel type other than EMG as
long as the channel label is titled “RAT1”, RAT2”, “LAT1”, or “LAT2”, the analyzer will still lay a tag on the channel
3
in the review window.

3

If you decide to use something other than electrodes to record limb movements such as some type of transducer to record your limb
movements, you could configure the device in your montage to have a different channel type other than EMG – for example, you could use
Generic AC. In this scenario, you would have to use any one of the following labels “RAT1”, RAT2”, “LAT1”, or “LAT2”, in order for the analyzer
to detect movements on this particular channel as recorded from your transducer.

“Limb Movements” are defined by selecting the Limb Movement analyzer from the Analysis window which displays
the parameters used to identify movements.

Essentially, the analyzer compares any “movements” or rather sudden changes in signal frequencies to a baseline
signal. If the “sudden change in frequency” or movement meets the following conditions specified in the analyzer’s
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settings it will lay a tag over the movement in the channel tracing. If you have more than one limb movement
channel, the analyzer will lay the tag only on the channel exhibiting the movement. If you have multiple limb
movement channels and more than one channel displays a limb movement at the same time, the analyzer will only
mark one tag on the channel(s) – if there are movement occurring at exactly the same time on 2 different limb
channels, it will still only mark 1 tag. See the chart below for an explanation of each parameter.
Parameter
Min movement duration (0.3 – 5 s)
Max movement duration (3 – 20 s)
Combine movements closer than (0.5 –
20 s)

Min movement to background amplitude
ration (5 – 1000)

Min movement amplitude (10 – 2000 uV)

Description
Movements are defined based on the duration in seconds you specify
in the range from 0.3 to 5 seconds
Movements cannot exceed a duration longer than what is specified in
the range of 3 to 20 seconds
Movements meeting all of the other conditions in the analyzer and
which occur within the value specified in the range of 0.5 to 20
seconds of a previous limb movement will not be marked as a limb
movement
This value specifies the sensitivity or minimum amplitude necessary
for the analyzer to detect a limb movement relative to baseline. A low
value means lowering the threshold and therefore likely to result in an
increased amount of detections. Increasing this value means
increasing the threshold thus excluding lower amplitude movements
resulting in a lower number of detected movements
Movements must have an amplitude minimum of the value specified in
the range of 10 to 2000 microvolts
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Snore Analyzer
The Snoring analyzer is designed to detect single episodes of snoring activity on specific channels in your
montage. The analyzer will mark a snoring tag on any channel in your review window as long as the channel type
in the montage is set to “Snore”. Alternately, you can have a different channel type other than Snore as long as the
channel label is titled “Snore” the analyzer will still lay a tag on the channel in the review window.

“Snores” are defined by selecting the Snoring analyzer from the Analysis window which displays the parameters
used to identify snores.
Essentially, the analyzer compares any “snores” or rather sudden changes in signal frequencies to a baseline
signal. If the “sudden change in frequency” or snore meets the following conditions specified in the analyzer’s
settings it will lay a tag over the snore in the channel tracing. See the chart below for an explanation of each
parameter.
Parameter Description
Min snore duration (0.3 – 5 s) Snores are defined based on the duration in seconds
you specify in the range from 0.3 to 5 seconds
Max snore duration (3 – 20 s) Snores cannot exceed a duration longer than what is
specified in the range of 3 to 20 seconds
Combine snores closer than (0.5 – 20 s) Snores meeting all of the other conditions in the
analyzer and which occur within the value specified in
the range of 0.5 to 20 seconds of a previous snore will
not be marked as a snore
Min snore to background amplitude ratio (5 – 1000) This value specifies the sensitivity or minimum
amplitude necessary for the analyzer to detect a snore
relative to baseline. A low value means lowering the
threshold and therefore likely to result in an increased
amount of detections. Increasing this value means
increasing the threshold thus excluding lower amplitude
snores resulting in a lower number of detected snores
Min snore amplitude (10 – 2000 uV) Snores must have an amplitude minimum of the value
specified in the range of 10 to 2000 microvolts
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Post Analysis: Things to be Aware Of
“Visual” Analysis
When the analyzing process is complete, you can open a study to review its results.
 Events marked or laid by the analyzer look identical to events manually marked by a user with one
exception – analyzed events are shown with a bold letter “A” in the bottom left-corner of the event tag

 Event tags display the start time of the event occurrence and the duration of the event in seconds in
brackets

 Double-clicking on an event will display a corresponding Event note window which displays additional event
information regarding amplitude, duration, and time creation

 If the analyzers are initiated after a user has manually scored a record, the analyzer will not lay an event
tag if one already exists. The analyzer makes this determination by comparing the start times of the
manually entered tag with that of the analyzer’s tag. If the event tag’s start times occur within 2 seconds of
each other, the analyzer will not a lay a tag.
 Analyzers do not delete previously laid event tags
 If you want to keep analyzer results separate from manually marked event tags consider creating an
additional “Scoring Set”.
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Validating and Editing Analyzer Results
It is not necessary to formally validate or verify each event marked by the analyzer. Report and Review window
statistics include both analyzed and manually scored events as long as they are all saved in the same scoring set.
If you prefer a process allowing you to validate each event marked by the analyzer, you can use the analyzer’s
accept or reject functions available in the Review window toolbar.

Using the first icon you can select an individual event in the review window and click the “Accept Event” option or
press the INSERT key on your keyboard to accept the event. Once an event has been accepted the bold letter “A”
is replaced with a checkmark symbol indicating the event was laid by the analyzer and manually verified by a user
by their action of selecting the analyzed event and using the “Accept Event” function.

Using the Reject Event button will delete the event tag completely leaving no trace that an analyzed event existed
previously. There are additional options or keyboard shortcuts to navigate from “verified” event to the next
“unverified event” allowing the user to individually accept or reject each analyzed event. Alternately you can
choose to simply accept all events of the same type (e.g. Accept all analyzer-laid snoring events) or to reject (or
delete) all events of the same type (e.g. Delete all analyzer-laid snoring events).
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Mass Deletions and Data Exclusion
Analyzers generally do not discriminate where in the study to analyze. Analyzers will analyze a study whether it is
staged or not. It will mark events in Wake and Unscorable if it detects an event. If you want to delete all events
marked in stage Wake, the Annotation Viewer in the Review window provides a convenient function allowing you to
delete any event type and whether or not you want to delete analyzed events versus manually marked events.
In the Review window, display the Annotation Viewer (VIEW-ANNOTATION VIEWER). Click the icon in the top
right corner “Delete Annotations By Type”.

Check off the event note types you want to delete. Note that you can choose to isolate and delete events marked
by the analyzer and those marked manually. Check the “Delete only in Wake” checkbox if so desired. After
making your selecting click the DELETE button.
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By default, the SleepWorks software has a setting which excludes all events marked in stages: Wake, Movement,
Unscored, and Unscorable. This setting can be found in the database window – TOOLS-OPTIONS-SLEEP.

If the Wake, Movement, Unscored, and Unscorable checkboxes are checked, then it is not necessary to delete any
events in these stages in the Review for report calculations. This “Event Filtering” functionality is solely designed
for report calculations.
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A Total Service Solution
Standing behind every XLTEK product is Natus Medical Incorporated, an internationally
respected innovator of medical products and services.
Our Neurology systems are backed up by an in-house support team staffed with technical and
clinical experts, 24/7 support, remote support via WebEx or VPN, the largest clinical and
technical field support network in Neuro/Sleep and customized service contracts that include
preventative maintenance visits and computer upgrades.

Natus Medical Incorporated
Excel-Tech Ltd. (XLTEK)
2568 Bristol Circle
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 5S1 Canada
T: +1 905.829.5300
F: +1 905.829.5304
www.natus.com
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